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COATING SYSTEM FOR
COMMERCIAL
VEHICLE

HIGHEST
REQUIREMENTS
FOR
ROBUST
ENVIRONMENT

Whether agricultural machinery, construction machinery, trucks or trailers - commercial
vehicles are usually in continuous use under
the toughest conditions.

Often exposed to changing road and weather
conditions, strong mechanical abrasion as
well as chemical exposure our coatings are
able to withstand them all.

As different as the areas of application are, so
are the requirements for the perfect coating
surfaces. We offer multiple solutions that
take into account your individual needs, the
process itself and the required parameters.

An applicable surface treatment does not
only protect and extend the service life of
the painted object, but it also enhances the
appearance of the object.

Durability and sturdiness are top priorities for
our customers. In addition, process reliability
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and user-friendliness are important factors in
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the coating process.

and adapted to the individual requirements
of the application area.

We keep further developing our coatings
systems to improve the quality of both our
products and your operations.

Our technical service is ready to help you at
all times to meet the evolving needs for smoother processes.

No matter how different the subgrades are,
whether you have commercial vehicle, trailer,
special purpose vehicle or bus, we can offer
you the right solution for every project.

OUR
COATINGS
SYSTEMS
MAKE
THINGS
LAST
LONGER
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Our coating systems are specially developed
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PAINT SYSTEMS
PRIMERS
DURAPUR 245 2K Primer Filer HS
Two-component acryl-polyurethane-filler for
new coating or refinishing
- wet-on-wet filler
- adhesion promoter for chassis refinishing
- excellent spray absorption
- VOC compliant

DURAPOX 310 2K EP Primer
Two-component EP/PUR primer for demanding
coating medium such as aluminium and zinc
- outstanding corrosion protection
- perfect adhesion characteristics
- excellent spray absorption
- VOC compliant

DURAPOX 370 2K EP Primer HS

One component PVB primer
- fast drying
- good corrosion protection
- superior adhesion on aluminium and zinc
- re-coatable with 2K top coat

DURALUX 1K HIDRO PRIMER
One component waterbased primer for steel
- fast drying
- good corrosion protection
- re-coatable with 2K top coat
- also applicable as dipping primer

DURACRYL 800 2K Topcoat
Two component acryl/polyurethane topcoat
- excelent gloss and colour shade stability
- good mechanical and chemical resistance
- fast drying
- available in UNI-TINT mixing system

DURAPUR 765 2K Topcoat HS
Two component polyurethane topcoat
- highest mechanical and chemical resistance
- good filling power and high layer thickness
- simple application »one spray pass«
- high economic efficiency
- VOC compliant
- available in UNI-TINT mixing system

DURACRYL 910 1K Basecoat
One component metallic/basecoat for 2 layered
coating systems
- very goood colour shade stability
- fast drying
- superior opacity
- available in UNI-TINT mixing system

SINGLE LAYER COATINGS
DURATHANE 720 2K Monocoat DTM
Two component polyurethane single layer coating
- simple and reliable application
- good mechanical and chemical resistance
- fast drying
- VOC compliant
- available in UNI-TINT mixing system

DURAPUR 335 2K Structur Topcoat
Two component polyurethane texture coating
- excelent mechanical and chemical resistance
- simple and easy application
- applicable for achieving high layer thickness
- VOC compliant
- available in UNI-TINT mixing system

DURAPUR 525 2K Monocoat DTM
Two component polyurethane coating for chassis
and undercariges
- mechanical and chemical resistance
- good filling power and layer thickness
- simple and economical application
- VOC compliant
- available in UNI-TINT mixing system
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Two-component High Solid primer steel based
on epoxy resin
- excellent corrosion protection
- good filling power
- excellent chemical resistance
- VOC compliant

DURAPLAST 418 PVB Primer

DURAPUR 320 2K Topcoat HS
Two component acryl/polyurethane coating for
chassis and undercariges
- simple and reliable application
- high mechanical and chemical resistance
- fast drying
- VOC compliant
- available in UNI-TINT mixing system
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CHEMCO d.o.o.
Tržaška c . 132
1000 Ljubljana
Slovenija, EU
+386 1 423 2900
info@chemco.si
www.chemco.si

